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Languages are honestly some of the most useful subjects you can take. Later in life, no matter what career 

you pick, you'll have a skill that gives you key advantages for your own life as well as your career. 

I recently went to Costa Rica where I got the chance to use those skills. Without having taken the class I'd 
have struggled to communicate with anyone, relying on books and other people. Instead I was able to help 
myself and my group, organising trips and speaking to some great people, something most others couldn't 
do.  
Languages allow you to travel and speak to a vast amount of new people and places. I can vouch that it 
really does improve holidays as well as your CV.  
  
I'd recommend languages to anyone, even if you don't see a career in languages, taking the subject helps 
you in so many more ways than just the grade at the end. I took Spanish at Higher and Advanced Higher 
and I'm still practising it in my own time at University. 
 
Alexander Nicolson – former NBHS student 



 

 

 

Modern Languages and Careers Events   
  
The first half of this term proved to be a very exciting time for the Modern Languages Department! 
  
On 15th January, ten of our S3 pupils attended the SCILT/DYW Languages Business Brunch, held at 
Dynamic Earth in Edinburgh. There, pupils heard from professionals from a wide range of industries 
about how their language skills have played a key role in helping them to develop their careers and 
businesses. In order to share our impressions of this event more widely, the pupils who participated 
kindly allowed me to film their short debrief, which can be seen here: 
https://youtu.be/WORdOYVL2-I ("2019 SCILT DYW Business Brunch Video") 
  
In order to extend this experience to all of our S3 pupils, the Modern Languages Department organised a 
Languages and Careers Mini-Conference, which took place on 7th February. We invited six speakers 
from a range of industries to speak to our S3 cohort and pupils attended two workshops to hear more 
closely from our guest speakers.  
  
Grateful thanks go to Flora Elliott-Johnson (Digital Communications and Content Manager with Radio 
Lingua for Coffee Break Spanish), Bruce Walker (Investment Fund Manager), Gerry Duffy (Logistics 
Coordinator with Hyster Yale Group), Hannah Burrow (Language Services, Translation and Interpreting), 
Sandra Pardoe (Walking Tours in Edinburgh) and Susana Grillo (Founder and Manager of Wee Scotia 
Tours). Without your input, this event would not have been possible. Thank you! 
  
The main message was that languages should be a key additional skill to add to your portfolio of 
qualifications before you leave school - regardless of which industry you will work in, languages can 
open doors in terms of jobs. Moreover, knowing at least one other language really enriches your life, as 
our former pupils Alexander Nicolson and Flora Elliott-Johnson attest.  
  
To round off our event and share our findings with even more people, our fantastic Careers Advisor, 
Mick Burns, captured pupil feedback from our own mini-conference. We hope that you enjoy this 
snapshot and encourage you all to continue your languages journey, no matter what age you are nor 
how good you think you might be. After all, it's good to talk! 
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What have you learned about languages today? 
Can help you in almost anyway 

Exactly how much they help and the extra money you can earn 

Help communicate 

How to speak a bit of Chinese 

How to use languages 

I have learned about just how important languages are to all jobs 

I have learned that they can be used to get jobs in the future and help me communicate with people 

I have learned today that languages can be helpful in any career and gives you an advantage over 

competitors 

It is useful for your skills 

It is useful in course choices 

It's an option. And makes you stand out. 

Languages are a great thing to have 

Languages are more than just a school subject 

Languages open loads of doors, to exiting jobs and experiences 

La Baguette is French for wand and fortnite 

Some languages don’t have any tenses or grammar 

That all over the world everyone speaks different languages 

That almost all jobs would benefit 

That English is used a lot in other countries 

That it opens up opportunities abroad 

That it’s good to have a language 

That it’s useful for EVERYTHING no matter what job you want 

That languages have evolved a lot over time 

That there are many opportunities and it would be fun 

That there are lots of jobs that involve them 

That they are a big part of lots of jobs that you wouldn't expect to involve languages 

That they are helpful in new careers 

That they are important and are useful when it comes to the world of work 

That they are not just a school subject 

That they are used widely in different careers 

That they are very valued by employers 

That they can help you in any area of your life 

That they have an advantage in career opportunities 

That you can get new experiences from them 

That you need them, it helps you make new friends and open more doors 

The amount of things languages help with 

The languages is important for the communication 

There are a lot of opportunities when you study a language 

There are lots of opportunities that learning different languages brings 

There are way more jobs available when you have a language 

They are widely used and can help you make connections with other cultures and understand yourself 

and others better 

They can be used in a variety of things 

They can be used in many businesses to communicate with other countries 

They can expand your business opportunities 



 

What did you enjoy the most? 

Bruce Walkers presentation was really good!! 

Coffee break talk 

Didn’t really enjoy it but it was good to get another learning experience instead of textbooks in class 

Everything 

Gerry Duffy’s talk 

Getting to know what they have achieved with languages 

Hearing about people’s different experiences. 

Hearing people’s stories 

How Bruce can speak multiple languages 

I enjoyed learning about Gerry's experiences with learning languages and how it enabled him to be able 

Hearing how he could speak to different people when he traveled 

I enjoyed learning about how a language can impact on your life 

I enjoyed learning about opportunities and careers, languages can open up to you 

I enjoyed the presentations by the people that came in 

I enjoyed workshop 1, leaning about other ways you could get involved in languages 

Leaning what you can do with languages in the future 

Learning about all the things languages can do 

Learning about different jobs and how to accomplish learning certain languages during another event 

i.e. walking the dog, etc. 

Learning about different types of translation techniques 

Learning about how languages/communicating has evolved over the years 

Learning about people’s experiences 

Learning about people's jobs 

Learning about Radio Lingua 

Learning about tour guides and travelling 

Learning about what languages can do/help in the future 

Learning about what the speakers do day to day 

Learning about what we could do with languages 

Learning how important languages can be and what differences they can make 

Learning how languages can help you 

Learning new things 

Listening to some of the opportunities the speakers had because they could speak other languages 

Listening to speakers 

Listening to the different people's stories 

Sandra’s talk 

Talking about the opportunities 

The interaction and activities 

The talk Flora Elliot-Johnson gave. Very talkative and confident 

The variety of speakers with all different jobs was good. 

 

 

 

 



 

Write a positive statement to help promote learning languages! 
Better career 

Can benefit you if you travel 

Do languages 

Do them and get more money 

Good fun and learned more about languages 

Great for job applications 

Help you understand the diverse cultures and overall make you more open to opportunity!  

Helpful! 

Higher salaries :) 

If you learn languages you learn skills you never would have otherwise 

It’s a good way to talk to family and friends 

It can get you money 

It can help with communicating all over the world 

It is fun 

It was excellent 

It will help you with getting a job 

It will help with everything 

It will help you get better jobs 

It’s good because you meet more people 

It’s worth it 

It’s good for travel 

Keep at it 

Keep learning languages 

Languages are fun! 

Languages are epic!!! 

Languages are good 

Languages are more than just a school subject! 

Languages are very useful in later life and can be used in a lot of areas 

Languages can help in many different situations 

Languages can help you communicate with different people 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How can we make the session better next year? 

Listen to more speakers. 

More interactive 

More workshops 

That you get to see all the visitors rather than just two 

More details in presentations 

See all speakers 

More activities 

More practical 

More workshop activities 

I honestly do not know 

More time 

Meet more people instead of just 2 

Maybe make it longer 

Have it so we can see all the people 

Give us more time 

It was perfect - no complaints 

Make it longer 

Things the class can do instead of listening 

Talks not as long 

More workshops 

Have more interaction 

Make the sessions longer 

Visit more people 

Maybe more variety with the jobs so people can get a full view 

Make time for all the people 

Longer and more to contribute to for pupils 

More interactive stuff 

Next time speakers could speak for 15 mins at the front to increase the range of speakers we hear from 

Try to make sure everybody gets a presentation from each speaker 

Make sessions longer 

Let us listen to more people 

More workshops with more fun parts 

More activities rather than talks 

Make the workshops shorter so we can see more of them 

Let us get around all the workshops 

Interact more with the class 

I didn’t not enjoy it, not because it was bad I’m just not really into languages 

More time with more people 

Be able to talk to all the speakers 

Some talks weren't really relating to us or languages (talked about the business side to much) 

Get round more workshops 

Some talks weren’t relevant to us, or weren’t very inclusive for everyone 

 



 

 

 

You can view an interview with former pupil, Flora Elliott-

Johnson, here or www.tinyurl.com/yyqbso8v 

 

 

Mick Burns 

Careers Adviser 

North Berwick High School 

February 2018 

mick.burns@sds.co.uk 

 

 

https://www.edubuzz.org/careers/2019/02/06/why-study-languages/

